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HIGHLIGHTING ASSESSMENT

BCC held its first Assessment Day today, December 1, 2017. The ex-
citement that presenters exhibited about sharing their assessment 
efforts leading to improvements and/or innovations at the College 
was palpable. Presentations and discussions demonstrated the sub-
stantial and sophisticated assessment work that is taking place at 
Bronx Community College in academic, administrative and student 
support departments.
   
Twelve sessions included presenters from a wide variety of academ-
ic departments (Art and Music, English, Education and Academic 
Literacy, Communication Arts and Sciences, Chemistry, Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation, Modern Languages, and Histo-
ry); Administrative & Student Support Departments (College Discov-
ery, First Year Program, Testing, and Tutoring) and from collabora-
tive or multidisciplinary efforts (Writing Across the Curriculum, First 

Year Seminar, BCC Governance and our Middle States Self-Study).   

There have always been a few faculty and staff members who have utilized assessment and analysis to 
drive their work. Today it became evident that effective assessment practice is clearly embedded into the 
culture of so many departments and initiatives at the College.  This progress corresponds to several activ-
ities related to specific objectives from our Strategic Plan, Building a Community of Excellence, including:

Build a Community of Excellence
• Foster continuous improvement with use of analysis and evidence driving all academic, student sup-

port and administrative decisions.
• Promote mentoring and professional development at all levels across the College to support the learn-

ing and development of all members of the campus community

Deepen Student Learning 
• Promote integrated faculty development
• Promote and encourage excellent teaching and scholarship (including scholarship of teaching)

Cultivate a 21st Century Curriculum
• Review, evaluate, update and develop programs to maintain 
currency and congruence with the College’s mission
• Promote mastery of a strong general education in all programs 
(through the implementation and assessment of the CUNY Path-
ways core curriculum)

Examples of efforts emerging from the Strategic Plan include the 
New Faculty Seminar and First Year Seminar (both engaging faculty 

in assessment practice from across disciplines) as well as investments designed to support assessment 
practice (including the creation of the Assessment Council and providing reassigned time for members). 
Clearly, these investments have been well worth it. 

DEAN NANCY RITZE
Dean of Institutional Research, 
Planning and Assessment

in this issue

“We huddled around 
conference tables 
for group grading 
sessions and debated 
scores during  
norming sessions. 
When we noticed that 
students struggled 
with MLA citations, 
we closed the loop by 
creating workshops.”

- PAGE 6

Reflections on Assessment Day

ASSESSMENT DAY SESSION

“We are a public  
institution; our 
students are our 
customers;  
assessment is critical 
to give them the 
services and  
attention they need 
and deserve.”

- PAGE 17

“It is rare that the 
phrases loving care 
and formative  
assessment appear in 
the same sentence!”

- PAGE 7

 “You want us to 
measure SLOs? I 
don’t even have a 
ruler in my office 
anymore. I’m pretty 
sure they took it 
when they took away 
my printer!”

- PAGE 12

“Norming sessions 
are welcome  
invitations to 
concerned faculty 
and staff to come 
together with their 
inter-departmental 
colleagues and 
work out productive 
means and ways to 
regard the  
application of skills 
as a holistic  
challenge.”

- PAGE 2
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H I G H L I G H T I N G  A S S E S S M E N T

BUILDING A SUSTAINABLE COMMITMENT TO GENERAL EDUCATION

A norming session is a pedagogical event of faculty working to determine the character-
istics of quality in their courses/programs by assessing direct and indirect student work.   

• An English department comes together at the end of a semester to reach consensus 
on anchor papers and to discuss what constitutes effective writing before grading/assess-
ing several hundred freshman essays.  

• Having reviewed student work from the previous semester, a group of chemistry pro-
fessors meet to revise and to realign their program’s outcomes embedded in their courses. 

• Student success representatives, concerned about the effects the recent increase of 
enrollment might have on student experience, gather to revise their survey questions and 
come to agreement on viable questions.  

The three norming examples have one significant gesture in common: the coming together of concerned faculty/staff to discuss 
student learning and experience, and to determine effective ways to improve student success.  

“ASSESSMENT FOSTERS WIDER IMPROVEMENT WHEN REPRESENTATIVES 
FROM ACROSS THE EDUCATIONAL COMMUNITY ARE INVOLVED” 

(American Association for Higher Education, Principle 6 of Nine Principles of Good Practice for Assessment Student Learning). 

On October 31st, only one faculty member of the Assessment Council donned a Halloween costume (a delightful witch with a 
pointed hat) but all took part in the Council’s first norming session.  The engagement was the latest step in establishing BCC’s new 
General Education program, based on CUNY Pathways’ Student Learning Outcomes.  

The first step occurred in 2015 when the Faculty Senate voted to replace BCC’s GenEd Proficiencies with CUNY Pathways’ Stu-
dent Learning Outcomes, to serve foundationally as the College’s General Education program.  

The second step was the Assessment Council sub-groups examining the CUNY-approved courses and Student Learning Out-
comes in the Pathways’ Flex-Core “Buckets” and faculty coming to agreement on a set of universal SLO’s to articulate GenEd 
skills in each bucket.  Assessment Council faculty developed their own or adopted AAC&U VALUE (Valid Assessment of Learning 
in Undergraduate Education) rubrics whose criteria aligned to the SLO’s, as well as a three-year assessment cycle for each buck-
et.  “Assessment works best when the programs it seeks to improve have clear, explicitly, stated purposes” (AAHE, Principle 3). 

The third step was to send out a request—Ongoing!—for student work from the high-enrollment courses. The willingness of de-
partments to contribute anonymous (no student, faculty, or section identification) artefacts of student work (or results of embed-
ded questions aligned to outcomes) is critical to the success of BCC’s GenEd program.  This request to departments needs to be 
honored each semester if the new General Education program is to be sustained and thrive.  “Assessment works best when it is 
ongoing, not episodic” (AAHE, Principle 5). 

The fourth step, currently underway, is faculty conducting assessment of Pathways outcomes across academic departments, 
engaging in General Education assessment as a shared responsibility, while keeping firmly in mind that GenEd is the gateway to 
improving students’ skills, as well as their professional and personal lives.  

DR. RICHARD LAMANNA
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For our Halloween norming session, each group of faculty received an identical photocopied set of HIS 10 (History of the Modern 
World) student essays on totalitarianism, as well as the History Department’s Universal Rubric.  Twenty minutes of silent reading 
and comparing elements of student work to the rubric’s qualitative descriptors or benchmarks—Highly Developed, Developed, 
Emerging, Initial—ensued.  There was discussion, opinions offered, contrasting views.  Several of the faculty were new to norming; 
the afternoon’s readings and candy munching served as an initiation to the process.  

The essence of norming is to arrive at a place of consensus for faculty on their evaluating how well students perform on work 
designed to reflect learning outcomes, whether that work be an essay, a chemistry lab report, a video of a student performing 
a yoga posture, a series of algebraic equations, a recording of a student’s formal speech, a Spanish grammar test, or embedded 
multiple-choice questions on a Chemistry exam. Faculty discussed Bucket A’s universal outcomes, the student work, the accom-
panying rubric; they asked and engaged in questions ranging from the importance of grammar to the weight an assessor might 
give to accuracy of historical dates.  Dr. Peggy Maki, who served as BCC’s mentor at AAC&U’s General Education Institute in 2010, 
writes that the point of assessment “is not to gather data and return “results”; it is a process that starts with the questions of 
decision makers, that involves them in gathering and interpreting of data, and that informs and helps guide continuous improve-
ment” (24).  

Transparency

As in the previous council meetings, faculty expressed concern, and in some cases, skepticism, about academic departments’ 
willingness to “share” student work (by which they mean work conducted in their classes) with members of other departments, 
or the campus community, or the general public.  

As anyone who has worked in academia knows, departments and professors are sometimes overly protective of their “turf,” 
which can include the work “their” students produce. However, they need not be fearful if they keep in mind BCC’s mission and 
vision:  the success of our students.  The sharing and group assessment of work that has been stripped of any identifying marks 
of student, instructor or section is critical to sustain a general education program that spans departments, especially at a com-
munity college where the great majority of students arrive with deficiencies in the critical areas of General Education:  reading, 
writing, quantitative reasoning.  

Norming sessions are welcome invitations to concerned faculty and staff to come together with their inter-departmental col-
leagues and work out productive means and ways to regard the application of skills as a holistic challenge.  “Assessment is most 
likely to lead to improvement when it is part of a larger set of conditions that promote change” (AAHE, Principle 8). 

The Assessment Council is working towards a sustainable process of General Education at BCC, but to do so requires the assis-
tance of chairs and directors across the campus.  In many ways, It takes a village.

Works Cited

American Association of Higher Education.  Making Learning Outcomes Usable & Transparent.
“Nine Principles of Good Practice for Assessing Student Learning.” National Institute for Learning Outcomes Assessment (NILOA).   
Web: 14 November 2017. http://www.learningoutcomeassessment.org/PrinciplesofAssessment.html

Maki, Peggy.  Assessing for Learning: Building a Sustainable Commitment Across the Institution.
 Stylus: Sterling, VA, 2004. 

“All assessment is a perpetual work in progress.”
—Linda Suskie, Vice President, Middle States Commission on Higher Education
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H I G H L I G H T I N G  A S S E S S M E N T

SURPRISE!  YOU’RE ALREADY CLOSING THE LOOP!

It can be argued that the ultimate duty of an educator is to teach students the art of criti-
cal thinking. Imparting self-knowledge, not necessarily facts, is the daily challenge that we 
all face. We all have different philosophies and techniques. However, at the end of the day, 
our goals are all the same: effective teaching and learning.  But what can we do to gauge 
how effective is the lesson, course or program?  Welcome to assessment!

To ensure that we have done our job effectively, we create metrics that evaluate student 
performance. These metrics are probably the ones you have been using all along, and 
will most likely find on the first pages of your syllabus. They may include quizzes, tests, 
homework, and  midterm & final exams. These common metrics are generally used to 
determine individual student performance, and ultimately determine the course grade.

Seems like a done deal, right?  Well, let me pose this question.  These metrics may re-
flect individual student performance, but do we really know how the class performed as a 

whole, or, dare I say how YOU performed as an educator?  

Have you ever graded a test and found the results less than optimal, or not quite what you had expected?  Chances are you have, 
and I’m willing to bet that you have asked yourself what went wrong. By you simply acknowledging that changes may be needed 
in order to improve results, I would like to be the first to congratulate you on having taken the initial steps in course level assess-
ment, and the first step in closing the loop. 

Closing the loop is the process of determining a new course of action based on your gathered qualitative and quantitative data, 
implementing the new strategy, and ultimately evaluating if the new results had the desired outcome(s).  If not already familiar, 
closing the loop is a term that you will get to know fairly well in the near future. 

All of this may seem a little overwhelming, but keep in mind you are probably already performing these tasks in one way or an-
other.  It is the function of the Assessment Council to assist you in transforming what you may already be doing naturally into a 
department-wide assessment activity.  If you have any questions about the process, please feel free to contact your department’s 
Assessment Council representative.  We are all looking forward to closing the loop together.

DR. RICHARD LAMANNA

COURSE ASSESSMENT:
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION

HLT 91 Critical Issues in Health is intended to develop and to encourage critical judgment 
in vital areas of health including mental health, dependencies, human sexuality and nutri-
tion
                                                                                                                (BCC Catalog 2017-2018, 215).

Professor Mary Lou McNichol, Assessment Council Representative of Health, Physical 
Education & Recreation, coordinated the assessment of HLT across 22 sections for the 
Spring 2017 semester.   Using the 8-Point Planning & Reporting Assessment Template, 
Professor McNichol and colleagues chose to assess Reasoning & Analysis.  (HLT 91, like all 
content courses in the AAS degrees, is not a CUNY Pathways course and so does not have 
the requisite Pathways’ outcomes.)

GEORGE PATCHOROS 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR  

“IMPARTING SELF-KNOWLEDGE, NOT NECESSARILY FACTS, 
IS THE DAILY CHALLENGE THAT WE ALL FACE.”
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THE REPORT 

To satisfy Course Learning Outcome, students were required to “identify key points of information related to warning signs, symp-
toms, risk factors and prevention of coronary artery disease.”  

The Assessment Vehicle used for this particular outcome was 10 embedded multiple-choice questions, graded by Scantron. The 
HPER faculty assigned a 75% benchmark of students answering the question correctly.  

1st Result:  In six of the ten embedded questions, student work met the benchmark.  

Interpretation: “The continued use of a combined in-class worksheet and video by almost all faculty seems to be aiding the stu-
dents in mastering the content.”

Action Plan:  Because this outcome had been met in earlier assessments and to its satisfaction, the department decided to halt 
(or take a break) from assessing cardiovascular disease (CVD) and move to assess knowledge of sexually transmitted infections 
and reproductive cancers. To that end, two faculty members created and are piloting embedded questions to assess students’ 
knowledge in this area.  To garner departmental support and feedback, the newly created questions had been sent to faculty 
before the coordinator(s) embedded the questions into the Fall 2017 semester. 

2nd Result:  In four of the ten embedded questions, student work did not meet the benchmark. 

Interpretation: “Revision of the questions from Fall 2016 semester did result in some improvement (see CVD questions file).  Upon 
closer reading of data, however, it was clear that there were significant differences in scores among instructors’ sections, with 
sections taught by FT faculty performing much better than those taught by adjuncts.”

Action Plan: “In sending out the results of the assessment, each instructor was provided with the scores on each question from 
their own section(s), in addition to the overall scores for all HLT sections.  This will [help] each instructor to see where she/he 
needs to place more emphasis in the lesson.  In addition, when faculty met to discuss results, the consensus was that questions 
did not need to be revised further.  Instead, it was decided that it would be useful for all instructors to have a worksheet they could 
use for a class activity while teaching their lesson on CVD.  The coordinator created [such a] worksheet with suggestions from 
other faculty members; it was then emailed to all HLT 91 instructors for use this semester.  Videos on CVD were also posted on 
the department Blackboard site for easy access by all faculty.”

NOTE:  Many of the elements of effective assessment are present in the Action Plans.  The widely used term “Closing the Loop” 
asks that assessors and/or coordinators work to determine the reason why student work is not meeting expectations, especially 
in classes taught by adjuncts.  In the Action Plan, we note that faculty met for discussion, determined that the questions them-
selves were not troublesome, and made a suggestion—in this case a worksheet that could be used to bolster student understand-
ing of cardio-vascular disease.   The coordinator conferred with other faculty and a worksheet was created.  Additionally, videos 
on CVD were posted on Bb for additional help.  We wait to see results of these actions in the next assessment of HLT 91.  

Thanks to Professor McNichol and Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation for the use of their course assess-
ment. 

“MANY OF THE ELEMENTS OF EFFECTIVE ASSESSMENT ARE 
PRESENT IN THE ACTION PLANS.”

“Great teachers are habitual students of their students. They assess 
continually to understand the human beings that they teach.”

—Carol Ann Tomlinson, 
From the March 2014 issue of  Educational Leadership, “Using Assessments Thoughtfully” (Volume 71, Issue 6)
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Latin American Language and Culture, SPN 122, is a course that presents undeniable 
challenges, but can also offer marvelous rewards for both students and instructor.  One 
challenging factor is the sheer vastness of the topic.  Moreover, since Latin America is 
an entity in a perpetual process of change, if the instructor wishes to incorporate an up-
dated curriculum, he or she will often discover the logistics involved in conducting timely 
research are intricate at best, nonviable at worst. A compelling example of this phenom-
enon is the ongoing economic and political crisis facing Venezuela.  The reality often 
changes faster than our ability to educate ourselves and our students about it.  Since 
students must present a research paper to the class, the way in which I promote student 
agency is to allow students to focus on a topic that we have not discussed in depth.  Stu-
dents seem to favor this type of assignment, and I have heard wonderful presentations on 
many different topics. Thus far, this strategy seems to be working well.

Although there are pedagogical complexities in preparing to teach this course, the amplitude offers leeway in determining cur-
ricular choices. This semester, I focused on novels that depict the culture of one specific country in Latin America. The authors 
ranged from Nobel laureate Gabriel García Márquez of Columbia to several lesser known authors. I chose works that received 
some, but not an overwhelming amount of critical attention. I informed students this worked a bit like the United States presi-
dency in that I would have “veto power,” but that we would together determine the questions they would be asked. At first, the 
class was hesitant, concerned about the questions we would generate.  I explained that questions should be analytical, not con-
tent-oriented. 

The first time I modeled the exercise, I provided a sample question based on themes that students had brought up in our dis-
cussions. I then asked students what they believe would constitute an extraordinary, fair, or poor response. I then replied their 

SPANISH COLLABORATION IN ASSESSMENT: ONE EXPERIENCE IN SPN 122

DR. ALICIA BRALOVE

H I G H L I G H T I N G  A S S E S S M E N T

THE GREAT UN-ASSESSED: 
FUTURE STRATEGIES FOR IMPROVING ENGLISH CLASS RETENTION

It happens every semester: good students fail our courses. Last week, Jennifer  told me, 
“I think I’m going to have to drop this class.” Between raising her son and working full-
time, she struggled to complete assignments. A few weeks earlier, another student, Andre, 
sheepishly told me that he was considering dropping the class – his job took up too much 
time. I can say with near certainty that both Jennifer and Andre would have aced the final 
exam and scored well above average on the learning outcomes for our course. The prob-
lem is these students won’t be taking the final exam. As a result, they won’t be included in 
our assessment findings. 

When I arrived at BCC, assessment was already part of the culture in the English de-
partment. We huddled around conference tables for group grading sessions and debated 
scores during norming sessions. When we noticed that students struggled with MLA ci-
tations, we closed the loop by creating workshops. As a result, our assessment numbers 

went up. For the last two semesters, we have met every single one of our benchmarks. But before we get too proud of these 
stellar numbers, we should remember that they do not represent all of our students. If we included students who stopped handing 
in work midway through the semester, our assessment would show a different picture.   

As we continue assessing English courses, it behooves us to shift our focus from the students who succeed to those who disap-
pear. With programs like ASAP, LC, and FYS, the college has done a lot to improve student retention. We want to continue this 
work and discover what we can do at the level of the individual class to support student success. Which attendance policies 
encourage students to show up? What kind of feedback on essays keep students motivated? How does technology help / hinder 
student success? And how do the assumptions students bring to our classes influence their ability to pass? Going forward, we 
hope to pilot these assessment strategies with high enrollment courses such as ENG 110 and 111. Of course, this kind of assessment 
is much more difficult to do, but the rewards are so much greater.   

DR. JILLIAN HESS
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suggested comments. We repeated this method several times before I asked them for real questions.  It is not exaggeration to 
state that the caliber of the questions was outstanding.  Moreover, the results that I obtained were some of the best that I have 
received in my teaching career. Since we just recently had the second assignment/assessment of this nature, I decided to ask 
students to react to it. Here is a sampling of some of their comments: “I love the fact that there is not only one correct answer.”  
“I like the fact that they are not yes/no questions.”  “Knowing that I could contribute questions made me want to prepare in 
greater depth.”  “It made our class discussions more interesting.” One student even commented, “I think that this helps us with 
our critical thinking skills.” 

As stated in our syllabus, one of the course learning outcomes is Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the 
content of literary works through questions presented in assignments. A second outcome reads Students will demonstrate criti-
cal thinking skills as they read assigned texts.  A third outcome states Students will be able to describe and explain central themes 
in the Spanish language. I believe their work demonstrates they have done all of this.  The syllabus also indicates that the man-
ner in which these skills will be evaluated is Students will write critically about the Spanish language literature of Latin America 
while properly incorporating textual support into their arguments. This has certainly been the case thus far this semester. I am 
extremely proud of the work that they are producing. 

“Assessment of student learning demonstrates that, at graduation, or 
other appropriate points, the institution’s students have knowledge, 
skills, and competencies consistent with institutional and appropriate 
higher education goals.” - Middle States Characteristics of Excellence in Higher Education Standard 14

Formative assessments are low stakes assessments such as weekly quizzes, homework 
assignments, journal entries, or 1-minute papers, that are built into a course.  In contrast 
with the summative assessment that occurs at the end of the semester, formative assess-
ments occur throughout the semester and can help shape or form a student’s learning 
disposition that could, in turn, improve their performance in the course.  Formative as-
sessments are assessments for learning whereas summative assessments are assess-
ments of learning.  The latter gives us information of how well our students have met 
the learning outcomes for a course.  While results from a summative assessment can be 
valuable to instructors, course coordinators, and prospective students, they are less use-
ful to those students who have already completed the course because they have no more 
opportunities to improve on their performance. However, formative assessments, when 
designed thoughtfully and deployed with loving care, can have a profound influence on a 
student’s learning, disposition, and overall performance.  

It is rare that the phrases loving care and formative assessment appear in the same sentence!  In order for formative assessments 
to produce the results we hope for, we may need that secret ingredient that the Finns call pedagogical love.  While Finnish edu-
cators are thrilled that their students score high on international assessments, they are truly concerned that their students are 
happy.  To demonstrate pedagogical love, an instructor must communicate genuine concern for the student’s well being, hope 
and trust in the student’s talents, and belief in the student’s success.    

In a higher education setting, formative assessments can give us the opportunity to observe student disposition on a regular 
basis and demonstrate concern when a student does not meet the benchmark or joy when a student exceeds the benchmark.  I 
find that when students are faced with this level of care, they are unwilling to give up on themselves.  Still, this pedagogical love 
must be balanced with a certain degree of pedagogical authority that demands student accountability.  Keeping a journal and 
reflecting regularly on our classroom experience can help us develop the pedagogical tact necessary to carry out this balancing 
act between love and authority as we guide our students to success.   

Further reading: 

Maatta, K. and Satu, U.  2012.  Pedagogical authority and pedagogical love: Connected or incompatible? International Journal of 
Whole Schooling, Vol 8 (1) p21-39, 2012. 

FORMATIVE ASSESSMENTS AND THE PRACTICE OF PEDAGOGICAL LOVE

DR. SHYLAJA AKKARAJU
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A S S E S S M E N T  P R O F I L E S

ALICIA BRALOVE
Alicia Bralove Ramírez earned her doctorate from The Graduate Center. The subject of her dissertation is the 
representation of women in French Novels on the Spanish Civil War (1936-1939). She joined BCC faculty in 2007. 
She currently teaches all levels of Spanish as well as FYS. She believes strongly in the positive transformation 
that best practices in assessment can provide to all courses. When not working, she is often at the movies. 

ANNE VUAGNIAUX
After serving as Coordinator of Assessment for ART 11 since 2013, in my new role as a member of the Assess-
ment Council I am interested in building on my department’s efforts to conduct program assessment by using 
the capstone portfolio project required of all Graphic Design majors. Professionals in the field of graphic design, 
BCC alumni, and faculty worked together in Spring of 2017 to implement a rubric that will hopefully reveal the 
strengths of the Digital Arts program, as well as areas for potential growth. I look forward to learning from my 
colleagues on the Council as we develop strategies for program assessment and for broad assessment initia-
tives on campus. 

BRANDI RIMA
I’m an Associate Professor of Psychology in the Department of Social Sciences. I joined the Assessment Coun-
cil this semester as my department’s representative. Although I’m only just beginning the first chapter of my 
assessment story, I’m honored to serve my department and the College in this capacity. I have thus far enjoyed 
learning the ropes from my fellow council members and working with colleagues in my department to further 
our assessment goals. I look forward to continuing and expanding upon my work in assessment.  

DIANE D’ALESSIO
I have been teaching in the Department of Education and Academic Literacy for twenty-two years and have 
enjoyed helping to prepare prospective teachers/teacher assistants to enter the field of education. As I visit 
my Education interns at various educational sites, I try to engage them in the process of self-assessment by 
thinking about what worked and what needs modification. The discussions with colleagues from across the 
disciplines at the Assessment Council meetings clearly demonstrate the importance of viewing assessment as 
an integral component of the teaching process

ELIZABETH HARDMAN
I am the HIS 10/11 coordinator and submit summative reports reflecting upon the assessment process and its 
results for our department. With the help of my department, I created and implemented a universal assess-
ment rubric for all history courses. In the Assessment Council, I’ve been part of the development of a General 
Education assessment model.  Both experiences encouraged me to think more deeply and precisely about the 
nature of my discipline and its relationship to others.  Courses:  HIS 10, HIS 11, HIS 14. 

EVANGELIA ANTONAKOS
Evangelia Antonakos is an Assistant Professor in the Mathematics & Computer Science Department. She 
teaches both developmental and major-level mathematics courses and is the Faculty Advisor of the Math & 
Computer Science Club.  She has been invested in improving the mathematics advising process and has been 
working as an Assessment Coordinator for her department. Her research interests are mathematical logic in 
proof theory and epistemic logic. Dr. Antonakos has been working with her department for two years to assess 
a range of courses which cater to both STEM and liberal arts students. In addition, she is working with other 
STEM faculty on assessing the Pathways Flex E and Core B outcomes. Her department is currently developing 
assessment plans for their math and computer science programs which can be a crucial component to the 
upcoming departmental self-study.
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GEORGE PATCHOROS
Since 2007, I have been a full time faculty member with the Automotive Technology Program, having recently 
been promoted to the rank of Assistant Professor.  I have been actively involved with course and program 
level curriculum development for the past five years, which paved the way for me to serve as the Engineering, 
Physics and Technology departments representative to the Assessment Council.  I am currently teaching Ad-
vanced Vehicle Diagnostics, and also serve as the Engineering, Physics and Technology Departments Deputy 
Chairperson.

GIULIA GUARNIERI
Giulia Guarnieri received a Ph.D. in Romance Languages and is a Full Professor of Italian Language and Liter-
ature.  She led and created the podcasting faculty program at her college and was the co-coordinator of the 
First Year Seminar. Currently she coordinates the WAC Faculty Development Program. She is the author of the 
monograph: Urban Narratives, the Myth and Anti-Myth of the American Metropolis, published several articles 
on Italo Calvino, Translation Studies, Travel Literature, Italian-American Studies, and online teaching of foreign 
languages.

JILLIAN HESS
Jillian Hess is Assistant Professor of English at Bronx Community College. She earned her Ph.D. from Stanford 
University in 2013. In her role on the assessment council, she organizes assessment for first-year and sec-
ond-year writing. Currently, she is working to develop assessment tools for the new English major. 

JOHN F. MOLINA
Prior to arriving at BCC, I was involved with computer-based programs designed to serve as supplements to re-
inforce classroom lectures and to provide additional homework and self- assessment for students.  Immediate-
ly, I wanted to be involved in assessment at BCC, once the assessment structure was assembled.  My genuine 
desire is to continue in this role in assisting the Chemistry Department in meeting the goals of our institution 
aimed towards student success.   Courses taught:   CHM 2, CHM 11, CHM 12, CHM 22, CHM 23, CHM 37, ENV 11. 

JOY DUNKLEY
An academic librarian with over 20 years of experience, Joy Dunkley has experience teaching and assessing 
both one-meeting and credit-bearing Information Literacy classes at CUNY, SUNY and ASA college.  This in-
volves utilizing various assessing techniques to continually evaluate the success of the course and making 
necessary adjustments.  Joy served on the BMCC General Education Assessment Committee and has served 
on the BCC Assessment Council since Fall 2016.  She is currently taking online classes on assessment in library 
Instruction. In addition, she has participated in workshops and Webinars on Library Assessment.

MARCIA JONES 
Professor Marcia Jones from the Department of Nursing & Allied Health Sciences has been teaching nursing at 
BCC for over 17 years and is the department’s representative on the Assessment Council.  She finds the Council 
provides her with useful information about the assessment process.  Her participation in assessment-run work-
shops, rubric development, and norming has made her a resource person within her department.  Under her 
guidance, the department continues to perform meaningful assessments each semester. The Nursing & Allied 
Health Sciences is actively engaged in using assessment methods to improve teaching and learning strategies. 
Her goal is to continue to help her colleagues in assessment analysis. 

“Share your knowledge. It is a way to achieve immortality”
- Dalai Lama XIV

Continued on the next page.
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MARY LOU MCNICHOL
Our department has been doing a variety of individual course assessments over the past 5 years, and we have 
begun doing program assessments.  The process has made us much more focused on what we want the stu-
dents in our 4 majors to know and be able to do by the time they finish their coursework. Having concrete plans 
in place will allow us to evaluate how successful we are in preparing our students for either the continuation of 
their education when they transfer to a 4-year school or when they leave and enter the workplace.  The process 
is especially valuable for our newest programs in Public Health and Exercise Science & Kinesiology; it will help 
us determine the right track from the start by aligning our course and program outcomes. Currently teaching 
HLT 90 (Health and Aging), HLT 91 (Critical Issues in Health), HLT 94 (Human Nutrition), HLT 99 (Health of the 
Nation).

PAUL JAIJAIRAM
As a member of the Assessment Council, I find it useful to share best assessment practices and to collabo-
rate with departments in performing program and GenEd assessments. Timely assessment performed with 
sufficient rigor is a powerful tool to improve student learning and classroom instruction while strengthen-
ing academic programs and fulfilling the mission of BCC. The Business and Information Systems Department 
performs program assessment through a bottom-up process. Selected courses in the program are assessed 
every semester measuring course learning outcomes which are aligned to our program learning outcomes.   
Every course in the department is taught following specified learning outcomes. Selected courses are assessed 
each semester, and the instructor of the course, utilizing the uniform assessment tools, prepares a template 
summarizing the learning outcomes and the assessment tools and compares it to a preset benchmark.  The 
instructor’s assessment report is shared with all instructors who will be teaching the course. At the end of the 
semester, the data is presented at a faculty meeting to get input from both full and part time faculty with re-
gards to preparing an “Action Plan” based on the information provided.  Our department and the Assessment 
Coordinator review the course learning outcomes as they relate to program assessment and discuss any ap-
plicable action plan needed.  Analyzed data and action plans are shared with both faculty and students in the 
current or subsequent semester.

REBECA ARAYA
I have been my department’s assessment coordinator since 2010. Working with my STEM colleagues, we share 
how our assessment results affect our decisions about our students’ needs, instructional needs, and curricu-
lum. Assessment gives us a form of instructional feedback that helps us adjust our pedagogy to help students 
develop critical thinking skills that will allow them to succeed in a fast-changing world.  Courses taught: General 
Biology I (BIO 11), General Biology II (BIO 12), Intro to Zoology (BIO 15), Anatomy and Physiology 1 (BIO 23), and 
Anatomy Physiology II (BIO 24).

SEHER ATAMTURKTUR
Dr. Seher Atamturktur is a professor of Biology at Bronx Community College. She served as assessment co-
ordinator of Biological Sciences Department for eight years, and attended numerous assessment workshops, 
conferences and prepared a variety of reports. She joined the College’s Assessment Team in 2013. She helps 
members of the assessment council to develop course and program level assessment projects, especially in 
STEM area.  She is currently on the Middle States Self Study committee and co-chairs the working group on 
missions and goals.  Dr. Atamturktur’s research interests are generally in pedagogical scholarship and espe-
cially in the effectiveness of case studies, interdisciplinary course development, and authentic approaches to 
assessment of students’ critical thinking. She has also published multiple papers on the culture and effective-
ness of assessment. 

A S S E S S M E N T  P R O F I L E S
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SHYLAJA AKKARAJU
Dr. Shylaja Akkaraju is a professor of Biology at Bronx Community College. She has served on the College’s 
Assessment Team since 2010.  Dr. Akkaraju co-runs a faculty development workshop for new faculty where she 
stresses the importance of assessment for learning at the classroom level.  Under her guidance, new faculty 
develop and conduct classroom assessment projects (CAPs) that are regularly presented at BCC Faculty Day.  
She is currently on the Middle States Self Study Committee and co-chairs the working group on educational 
effectiveness assessment.  Dr. Akkaraju’s research interests are generally in pedagogical scholarship and espe-
cially in the application of threshold concept and cognitive load theories to student learning.

THERESA SMALEC
Theresa Smalec is an assistant professor in the Department of Communication Arts and Sciences.  She has 
served as the department’s assessment coordinator since Spring 2013.  In Fall 2015, she became the depart-
ment’s representative on the college-wide Assessment Council.  She has worked closely with her department to 
develop mission statements, student learning outcomes, and tools and measures for each of our four programs 
and/or options: Media and Digital Film Production, Media Studies, Performing Arts, and Speech Pathology.  She 
is currently helping her colleagues complete a departmental self-study by providing relevant assessment data. 

L. VICKI CEDENO
Ms. L. Vicki Cedeno is the Academic Programs Specialist in the Division of Academic Affairs and Student Suc-
cess. Her areas of concentration include Curriculum Matters, International Education, and Assessment. She 
also serves as a co-manager for TaskStream/TK20 (the content management system for assessment matters) 
and co-editor, content manager for Nota Bene, the newsletter/magazine that provides updates on the Division 
of Academic Affairs and Student Success.  She has been serving on the Assessment Council since 2015 and was 
recently appointed as a standing member of the MSCHE Standard 4 committee. 

“The fun for me in collaboration is, one, working with 
other people just makes you smarter; that’s proven.”

- Lin-Manuel Miranda

“I AM NOT A TEACHER, BUT AN AWAKENER.”
- Robert Frost
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The Assessment Committee: A Parody

Assessment Coordinator: Thank you for agreeing to meet today. Our goal this semester is to assess a high-impact course that 
all of us teach. 
Faculty Member 1: High-impact? You mean like dance or aerobics? 
Assessment Coordinator: No—not all of us teach in Health, Physical Education and Recreation. High-impact means a course that 
many BCC students are required to take. It impacts many of our students.
Faculty Member 2: Cut to the chase. What are we supposed to do?
Assessment Coordinator: Glad you asked. We need to select one SLO from the syllabus for our high-impact course, then develop 
a common assignment and scoring tool based on that SLO. Once we grade the common assignment, we’ll tabulate our data and 
use this handy 8-point form to assess what percentage of students met the benchmark for our chosen SLO. We’ll also try to close 
the loop for next semester.
Faculty Member 2: Huh? Can you say all of that stuff again in English?
Faculty Member 1: I don’t believe in UFOs.
Assessment Coordinator: Not UFOs—SLOs. Student learning outcomes. All the new Pathways courses are required to have clear 
and measurable SLOs. 
Faculty Member 1: You want us to measure SLOs? I don’t even have a ruler in my office anymore. I’m pretty sure they took it when 
they took away my printer!
Assessment Coordinator: Fortunately, we don’t need a ruler to measure SLOs. We just need to come up an appropriate assess-
ment vehicle.
Faculty Member 1: I’ll take a Lamborghini. 
Faculty Member 2: I’m fine with a Honda Accord, thank you.
Assessment Coordinator: Come on, jokers! Assessment vehicles are not cars. They’re the specific types of student work that 
we’ll use to assess student performance. Assessment vehicles can be essays, speeches, multiple-choice exams, and so forth.
Faculty Member 2: That’s so boring. Totally not what I expected assessment to be. 
Assessment Coordinator: Thanks for advancing this conversation. Let’s keep things simple and start by coming up with an as-
sessment vehicle for the first SLO listed in the course syllabus. 
Faculty Member 1: I don’t actually use a course syllabus. 
Assessment Coordinator: (Awkward silence). Going forward, you will need to start using the approved Pathways syllabus and the 
approved Pathways learning outcomes for this course.
Faculty Member 1: Won’t that violate my academic freedom?
Assessment Coordinator: Not at all. It simply ensures that students in every section of this high-impact course learn more or less 
the same skills that we promised our accrediting bodies we would teach. For this semester, we’ll try to align our Pathways learning 
outcomes with the college’s General Education outcomes, since we’re still deciding which outcomes to adopt. 
Faculty Member 1: Align? Like wheel alignment? Are you sure we’re not talking about cars? 
Faculty Member 2: Hey, good idea—let’s take this alignment issue over to Automotive Technology and have them work on it!
Assessment Coordinator: That doesn’t sound like a buy-
in. I need both of you to buy-in and commit to a 3-year 
assessment cycle. That way, we can gather data over sev-
eral semesters and ultimately pinpoint where the obsta-
cles to student learning might be, and how to fix them.
Faculty Member 1: I don’t know. First aerobics, now align-
ment. This sounds like it’s going to involve a lot of calis-
thenics.
Faculty Member 2: Is lunch included?
Assessment Coordinator: If that’s what it takes.
Faculty Member 2: Yeah, that’s what it’s going to take. Au 
Bon Pain. Heavy on pastries. 
Faculty Member 1: French Roast coffee. And our names 
in Nota Bene.

Dr. Theresa Smalec
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STEM MONTH 2017
During the month of November, STEM at BCC Committee hosted a series of events that rec-
ognized the value of Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics while encouraging 
women to pursue programs of study in the STEM fields. 

The 2017 STEM Month at BCC kicked off with a month-long exhibition of Women in STEM 
called BCC Hidden Figures that featured BCC’s own faculty. Photographs of participating fac-
ulty and a short biography of their journey in STEM was displayed in Roscoe Brown (211) for 
the entire month. 

Thirteen women in STEM faculty honorees, along with nine female CUNY Research Scholars, 
were invited to the Women in STEM Luncheon: Honoring Achievements of Women in STEM 
on November 2, 2017.  The guest speakers and the luncheon were Lesyle Miller Fraser, who 
works as a research engineer and manager at TRW; Dr. Maribel Vazquez, Associate Professor 
for the Grove School of Engineering at the City College of New York; and BCC’s own, Diane 
Price Banks, Assistant Professor in the Biological Sciences department.

In Schwendler Auditorium, on November 9, 2017, students, faculty and staff were invited to 
attend the Discussion on HeLa Cell Lines in Biomedical Research with features panelists: Dr. 
Linda Adepoju, General Surgeon at Northern Dutchess Hospital; Dr. Juliet Morrison, Research 
Scientist at Center for Infection and Immunity at Columbia University; and Dr. Anjana Saxena, 
Associate Professor of Biology at Brooklyn College/CUNY.  The moderator was Dr. Adijat Ade-
bola, Assistant Professor of Biology at BCC.

The 3rd Annual STEM Fair was held on November 16, 2017 in Meister Lobby.  Over 300 faculty, staff, students and high-school stu-
dents stopped by to talk to representatives from 4-year colleges; industry representatives, clubs on campus and all of the STEM 
Programs at BCC were represented.  A Chrome Book was raffled at the close of the fair.

To conclude the 2017 STEM Month at BCC, we encouraged and helped to promote the movie/discussion: The Immortal Life of 
Henrietta Lacks, an activity hosted by Bronx Reads: One Book, One College, One Community as well as host a movie showing of 
Hidden Figures, during the evening.

The STEM at BCC Committee members are Bernard Gantt, Simone Rodriguez-Dorestant, Sahidha Odige, Katherine Acevedo-Cop-
pa, Adijat Adebola, Diane Price Banks, Victoria King, Enchantment Allen, Audrey Rose-Glenn, Merelyn Bencosme, Guadalupe 
Bermejo, Cheryl Byrd, Tiffany Dubon, Alán Fuentes, Frank Giglio, Monique Guishard, Margarita Lopez, Stephanie Marshall, Barbara 
Martin, Maribel Quinones, Karen Registe, Brandon Robinson, Warren Thompson and Lamont Watson. 

Photographs by Warren K. Thompson

KATHERINE ACEVEDO-COPPA
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Writing
Across The

In alliance with the BCC Strategic Plan 2015-2020 goal of cultivating a 21st century curriculum, 
the WAC program has been taking strides toward a comprehensive assessment of the program. 
The main learning outcomes of the WAC program are improvement of written communication 
skills as well as critical thinking skills, and these are embedded in all parts of CUNY Pathways’ 
Learning Outcomes, and closely align with the BCC Strategic Plan 2015-2020.  The WAC pro-
gram has:  
1) revised the mission and outcomes for the program; 
2) revised the Writing Intensive (WI) syllabus checklist to better reflect the outcomes of the BCC 
Strategic Plan and General Education; 
3) adapted Association of American Colleges and Universities’ VALUE rubrics to update the 
rubrics for WI sections; 
4) developed a WAC Performance Task to assess critical thinking skills; 
5) joined the college Assessment Council to be trained in assessment and participate in col-
lege-wide assessment initiatives; 
6) conducted an Academic Success Coaches survey; 
7) conducted a WI Faculty survey; 8) completed a WAC Fellow survey.  
The newly developed rubric and performance task will be used to assess a pilot group of WI 
sections in Spring 2018.  Additionally, assessment has been built into the new Writing Intensive 
Faculty Certification program and will continue to be integrated into future initiatives.   

Dr. Swan Kim

WORK WITH WRITING FELLOWS

If you are a faculty teaching a Writing Intensive 
course, please consider working with a Writing Fellow. 
Writing Fellows can help your students perform bet-
ter, not just in writing, but through utilizing writing to 
better understand course concepts. Fellows can also 
help with scaffolding your high-stakes assignments, 
create rubrics, and design low-stakes assignments 
for your Writing Intensive courses. We have been re-
ceiving very positive feedback from faculty who have 
worked with the Writing Fellows. 

If you partner with one of our Writing Fellows, our Writing Fellows can:
• consult with faculty on designing a Writing Intensive syllabus and assignments, developing 

low-stakes writing exercises, implementing effective assessment tools, and improving the 
quality of student work

• consult with students by offering in-class workshops, small group sessions, and tutorial 
services

If you have any questions on working with Writing Fellows, please do not hesitate to contact the 
WAC coordinator, Swan Kim at Swan.Kim@bcc.cuny.edu.

ASSESSING WAC

Curriculum

“The main  
learning  
outcomes of the 
WAC program  
are improvement 
of written  
communication 
skills as well as 
critical thinking 
skills, and these 
are embedded  
in all parts of 
CUNY Pathways’ 
Learning  
Outcomes, and 
closely align with 
the BCC Strategic 
Plan 2015-2020.” 

Dr. Swan Kim and 
Dr. Giulia Guarnieri 
present at 
Assessment Day
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P R E S E N T A T I O N S
Seher Atamturktur (Biological Sciences) and Stacia Reader (Health, Physical Education and Recreation), rrganized a Talkback 
series forum and Panel “Get Ahead of the Game, Build Your Career Path for Success, STEM and BUSINESS Professionals Talk-
back, at Bronx Community College, Bronx, NY, October/November 2017.

Stacia Reader (Health, Physical Education and Recreation) and Seher Atamturktur (Biological Sciences), presented, “Academy 
for Transition to Health Professions,” at the 2017 NYC RING Convocation of Practices, Albert Einstein Medical School, Bronx, NY, 
October 2017.

Rajendra Gharbaran (Biological Sciences), Luis Valerio (BCC Biology Undergraduate) presented posters on “Selective targeting 
of STAT6 in malignant B cell lymphomas” and “Assessing the growth-limiting effects of calcitriol (vitamin D 3) in Hodgkin’s lym-
phoma” at the third annual Science Technology, Engineer and Mathematics (STEM) fair held at Bronx Community College, in the 
Lobby of Meister Hall on Bronx, NY, November 2017.

Rajendra Gharbaran (Biological Sciences), Luis Valerio (BCC Biology Undergraduate), and Stephen Redenti (Lehman College 
Biology Professor) presented a poster entitled “A preliminary study of pharmacological perturbation of STAT6 on the growth of 
malignant B lymphomas, in vitro” at the 50th Annual Conference of Metropolitan Association of College and University Biologists 
(MACUB), New Jersey City University, NJ, October 2017. 

Rajendra Gharbaran (Biological Sciences) presented “Selective Targeting of Signal Transducer and Activator of Transcription 6 
(STAT6) in Malignant B cell lymphomas,” at the colloquial sequence in the Department of Biological Sciences of Lehman College, 
Bronx, NY, October 2017.

Monique Guishard, (Social Sciences) Symposium presenter, “Walk fast tek time”.  In E Miners’ (Chair), “We outchea!  Reaffirming/
Problematizing the “undeniably personal genesis” of feminist praxes in community-based participatory action research,” at the 
annual meeting of the National Women’s Studies Association, Baltimore, MD, November 2017. 

Monique Guishard (Social Sciences), Smith, N., were symposium presenters, “We do this out of love! #Resisting research con-
ducted about us without us in the BX” and participated in a poster presentation with Brown, J., “Speaking to the tensions: Disen-
tangling personal and professional relationships in community-engaged research,” at the annual meeting of the American Public 
Health Association, Atlanta, GA, November 2017.

Monique Guishard (Social Sciences), Smith, N., Hart, B., Alvarez, E., Guerra, C., Jones, L., & Williams, M., presented a poster, “De-
spite incredible odds: Successes of the 2017 cohort of the BxCRRB’s community engaged research academy,” at the New York 
City Research and Improvement Networking Group, Bronx, NY, October 2017. 

Balaram, A., Bustamante, P., Cabana, A., Heyward, D. Williams, T., Monique Guishard (Social Sciences) (Chair), symposium submis-
sion titled, “Intersections of identity, community, & liberation: bridging CRT and critical psychology,” at the biennial meeting of the 
Society for the Psychological Study of Social Issues, Albuquerque, NM, June 2017. 

Brown, J. & Monique Guishard (Social Sciences), presented a paper titled, “Informing culturally-responsive programming: Work-
ing at the intersections,” and along with Smith, N. & Hart, B., presented a poster, “No more health research about us without us: 
Establishing CERA,” at the biennial meeting of the Society for Community Research in Action, Ottawa, CA, June 2017. 

Monique Guishard (Social Sciences), Hart, B. & Smith, N. Presented, “Reflections on critical participatory action research ethics 
through storytelling,” at the annual Critical Participatory Action Research Institute coordinated by the Public Science Project, 
New York, NY, May 2017.

Monique Guishard (Social Sciences) Symposium presentations, “Ethics of answerability: Holding space for missing bodies.” In M. 
Fine (Chair), and, “Innovation, ocular ethics, and disruptive qualitative: A presentation of letters” at the 2017 annual meeting of 
the Society for Qualitative Inquiry in Psychology, New York, NY, May 2017. 

Continued on the next page.
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Thomas, Kaemanje, and Minkyung Choi.  “Cultivating Critical Literacy Skills for the Adult Linguistically Diverse Learner using 
Culturally Responsive Pedagogy Through Multiple Text.” International Journal of Sciences: Basic and Applied Research (IJSBAR), 
32.3, 143-158.

Lehner, Edward, Kaemanje Thomas, Jean Shaddai & T. Hernen.  “Measuring the Effectiveness of Critical Literacy as an Instruc-
tional Method.” Journal of College Literacy and Learning. Vol 43, 36-53, 2017.

Kaemanje Thomas (Education & Academic Literacy) “Reading Strategies to Enhance Critical Literacy in Linguistically Diverse 
Students.” New York State Foundations of Education Association (NYSFEA), Ithaca, New York. (March 30-31, 2017).  

Kaemanje Thomas (Education & Academic Literacy) “Cultivating Critical Literacy Skills for the Adult Linguistically Diverse Learn-
er using Culturally Responsive Pedagogy,” 28th Annual Teaching Academic Survival and Success. Fort. Lauderdale, FL. (March 
19-22, 2017).

Kaemanje Thomas (Education & Academic Literacy) “Reading Strategies to Enhance Critical Literacy in Linguistically Diverse 
Students.” Tri State Best Practices Conference. Bergen Community College- Meadowlands Campus, New Jersey. (March 4, 2017). 

Kaemanje Thomas and Minkyung Choi (Education & Academic Literacy) “Strategies for ELLs to Read Textbooks.” Reading Across 
the Disciplines Lectures Series. Bronx Community College, Bronx, New York. (February 2, 2017). 

Kaemanje Thomas and Minkyung Choi “Using Multiple Texts to Teach Critical Literacy with Linguistically Diverse Students.” An-
nual Conference on Community College Excellence. Bronx Community College. Bronx, New York. (January 19, 2017).

Kaemanje Thomas, Minkyung Choi & T.Hernen.  “Reinventing Developmental Reading: Using Blackboard to Assist the Linguisti-
cally Diverse Student.” 15th Annual CUNY IT Conference, John Jay College, New York.  (December 1-2, 2016). 

Kaemanje Thomas (Education & Academic Literacy) “Strategies for Supporting the Linguistic Diverse Learner in Reading Text-
books.” Reading Across the Disciplines Lecture Series.  Bronx Community College, Bronx, New York. (November 17, 2016). 

“Let us read, and let us dance; these two amusements will never do any harm to the world.”
- Voltaire
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Faculty Profile
B U S I N E S S  A N D  I N F O R M A T I O N  S Y S T E M S

THE EDUCATION OF BUSINESS
Professor Howard Clampman 

Professor Howard Clampman is the Chairperson of the Department of Business and In-
formation Systems.  Since joining BCC in Fall 1994, he has been an active member of the 
College Community.  He has been elected Chairperson of the College Curriculum Commit-
tee each academic year since Fall 2001 (after serving two years as the Committee Secre-
tary), and has served in prominent roles in each of BCC’s Middle States Self Studies since 
joining the College. Highlights include, serving as Co-Chair of the 2004 Periodic Review 
and as a member of the 2009 Self-Study Steering Committee.  He is a certified program 
reviewer for the Accreditation Council for Business Schools and Programs, has reviewed 
programs for various SUNY institutions, and is an advocate for academic assessment. 
Prior to joining BCC, Professor Clampman, a Certified Public Accountant, had worked in 
both public and private accounting as an auditor, corporate controller, tax manager, and 
financial analyst.

Tell us a little about the Department of Business and Information Systems. 

The department accounts for about 15-17 percent of BCC’s students, meaning that they major 
in one of our programs.  We have 18 FT faculty, 4 staff members, and about 30 PT adjuncts. 
We have 12 programs, the most of any BCC academic department.  We are accredited by two 
separate agencies:  Accreditation Council for Business Schools and Programs (ACBSP), which 
accredits our AS in Business Administration, and 5 of our AAS programs: Accounting, Comput-
er information Systems, Marketing Management, Medical Office Assistant and Office Adminis-
tration &Technology; and the American Bar Association (ABA), which accredits our Paralegal 
Studies Programs.  One of the advantages of being accredited by the ACBSP and ABA, is that it 
keeps us abreast of changing trends in business pedagogy as well as best practices. 

Tell us about the technology in the department. 

We teach and use various technologies: Microsoft Office Suite, Visual Basic, Java, Adobe, HTML 
script, WestLaw, and all our courses have Blackboard component.  We stay current on our tech-
nologies and offer several degrees in technology: Computer Programming, Computer Informa-
tion Systems, Webpage Development, Office Administration & Technology, and Medical Office 
Assistant.  All of our other degrees, Accounting, Management, Marketing Management, and 
Paralegal Studies, have current business technology interspersed throughout our students’ 
programs. 

The Department of Business and Information Systems assesses regularly, yes? 

Assessment is an integral part of teaching.  You can’t separate effective teaching from the as-
sessment process.  For years we’ve taken a bottom-up approach to assessment and worked to 
align it to our accrediting bodies’ requirements.  Often, the outcomes overlap.  We encourage all 
faculty, through our course and program coordinators, to use the same rubric across sections 
of the same course; that helps to keep levels of student expectation standard and to see what 
students are learning and where they struggle.  We believe in transparency, which, as we know, 
is necessary for accurate assessment.  In fact, some of our FT and PT faculty share assessment 

“Assessment is an 
integral part of  
teaching. You 
can’t separate 
effective teaching 
from the  
assessment  
process.”

Continued on the next page.
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results of our prior students with their current students, so that students see the issues and 
challenges earlier students experienced.  This can be a great help in establishing a pathway to 
success.  For years we’ve been drawing from sections of our final exams and our class projects 
for assessment, which provides a cumulative, or, the more common term, “summative” assess-
ment.   Over the past few years, we’ve been embedding more formative assessment practices 
into our classes.  Our department discusses assessment and the latest from the Assessment 
Council at every faculty meeting, and we work assessment into our curriculum.  When all of 
our academic departments have embraced BCC’s new General Education program, which is 
based on CUNY Pathways’ Student Learning Outcomes, we’ll have a transparent window to 
see where students are not acquiring the skills they need for their personal and professional 
lives.  We are a public institution; our students are our customers; assessment is critical to give 
them the services and attention they need and deserve.   I’d like to see more faculty learn how 
to use TaskStream.  From what I know, the software is not only a repository, but provides a 
campus-wide, general picture of how students are performing academically.  Our job is to help 
students succeed. 

What’s new on the horizon?

CUNY has been stressing experiential learning, in the form of internships and other hands-on 
experiences for students to give them real-world exposure to our culture, our businesses, and 
the community of work.  We’re looking to provide internships, or in-the-field experiences, to all 
of our students and take them beyond the structure of the classroom. Down the road we’re 
looking to create a new Management option with a focus on Entrepreneurial and Small-Busi-
ness studies and, with the collaboration of the Office of Workforce Development, investigate 
creating a degree program in Hospitality. 

“We are a  
public institution; 
our students are 

our customers;  
assessment is 
critical to give 

them the services 
and attention they 

need and  
deserve.” 

Nota Bene Video
ONE QUESTION: WITH KELVIN COOPER

Nota Bene sat down with Professor Kelvin Cooper of the Department of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation and 
asked him one question. See the video on YouTube by searching for “One Question with Kelvin Cooper”on the new Nota 
Bene channel (https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqsCYHxbTp0J55KjiL1VnIQ ) or go to: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DW62y8EVtTY
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Staff Profile
A D M I S S I O N S
WELCOME TO BCC!

Patricia Ramos 
Tell us about the Office of Admissions and Recruitment. 

Our office is responsible for recruiting new students and admitting them to Bronx Community 
College.  Part of our effort is also to ensure they have a pleasant experience as they transition 
in working with our Success Coaching Team to finish their registration.  We currently have a 
team of four recruiters who manage specific recruitment territories in the Bronx, Manhattan, 
and Westchester.  They focus on working with high schools counselors, prospective student, 
and parents to promote BCC, the ASAP Program, financial aid, and the benefits of attending 
community college like BCC.  You might be surprised that we would have recruiters down on the 
Lower East Side, but prospective students who live in different parts of the city and are bound 
for college are looking for a more traditional campus experience, and we believe BCC can offer 
students this experience without having to incur the cost of living off campus.  We have this 
beautiful, magnificent campus here in the Bronx, which is not something you find in the Man-
hattan or at many of the other community colleges throughout the rest of the city.  Additionally, 
we have several other benefits and special programs that can be attractive to students from all 
over the metro area:  ASAP, College Discovery, CUNY and Math Start and much more.  Besides 
recruitment, our goal is to help students navigate through the admissions and enrollment pro-
cess as seamlessly as possible.  Remember, for many of our students this is the first time they 
are going through what many consider an elaborate process, so it is our duty to ensure they 
understand every step of the way, while having a pleasant experience with all touchpoints here 
on campus.  We want our students to feel that they are a part of our community from the first 
day they visit us.  

Do you see changes taking place in our student population? 

Definitely. In addition to having a very strong recruitment team who work hard at expanding the 
BCC brand, the Accelerated Study in Associate Program (ASAP) is also a contributing factor in 
diversifying the pool of students interested in BCC.  We’re seeing that the high school guidance 
counselor community in the Bronx and Manhattan are a lot more proactive in partnering with 
BCC to assist their students in finding the college choice that best works for them academically 
and financially; and we are also seeing students apply from schools that we have never worked 
with before.  This past fall semester we saw an increase in applications by almost 15%, and 
this helped us to bring in the biggest freshmen class since 2014.  ASAP has also helped us to 
have a different type of conversation with students. The free MetroCard is what always attracts 
students at first, but soon after speaking with a student about the other benefits that ASAP 
offers, the conversation changes. For instance, mandatory meetings with advisors.  Some stu-
dents might resent the idea of having to see an advisor, but after explaining to them the type of 
support an advisor can provide on an individual basis their interest changes.  So overall, I think 
ASAP is helping us in attracting a more diverse population of prospective students, some with 
stronger academic backgrounds and different interests in serving the community.  

Has the assessment process you and your staff put in place helped the department?  

Yes.  The assessment process we use in Admissions has helped to understand the needs of new 
students and how to best communicate with them to ensure they move through the enrollment 
process without major problems. 

Continued on the next page.
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The Office of Admissions host Accepted Student Information Sessions for all newly 
accepted students.  We usually host 8 to 10 per year and this is usually the first face-
to-face encounter we have with new students.  It is really important for us to know if 
the information we share with students at these information sessions makes sense 
to them and assists them in taking their next step to enroll in classes.  Some of these 
steps are to complete the CUNY Assessment Test, and to complete their financial aid 
application. So it became imperative for us to find out if the information we present 
about the test and financial aid made sense to them.  After many discussions on 
how best to assess if students understand these important key steps, Christopher 
Saldivar, ASAP Enrollment Management Coordinator, and Nathali Gil, Admissions 
Counselor, developed a survey that’s given to all students at the close of all Accept-
ed Information Sessions. The survey is based on our department’s Student Learning 
Outcomes (SLO’s) and it has ten questions with a range of five different responses 
from strongly agree to strongly disagree.  One area in particular we ask students is 
if they understand ‘how to complete their financial aid application’.  In the beginning 
we found that just about 50% of those who attended the information session were 
walking away feeling comfortable with how to complete the financial aid application.  
With these survey results, it was clear to us that we needed to change our delivery of 
information to ensure that more students understood how to complete this import-
ant step.  So we went back and revamped parts of our presentation to introduce a 
more flawless way of explain the financial aid component. At our latest accepted stu-
dent information session over 64% of students indicated that they strongly agreed 
or agreed when asked if they understood how to complete the financial aid applica-
tion.  Although we have seen some improvements, our goal is to achieve results of at 
least 80%.  We have made it a point to make assessment part of our operation.  We 
know it helps us to work smarter! 

What do you see on the horizon?  

In the world of recruitment and admissions you have to be able to forecast while 
adjusting to the changing needs of each incoming class.  Students are looking for 
different things from their college experience.  Nowadays, the majority want a per-
sonalized experience from admissions to graduation.   So how can we keep up with 
these demands? And, how can we best allocate our resources to deliver the best 
service possible? Given what we know about current trends and the competitive 
landscape within the world of admissions, it will be imperative to understand what 
makes students tick.  In our office we strive to use innovative ways to keep up with 
the current trends – I believe we will continue to expand our use of technology and 
our assessment capabilities in order to continue to meet the needs of our current 
and future students. 

https://bcc-cuny.digication.com/bronx-community-colleges-annual-conference-on-community-college-excellence-c3e/home-1


